In my last Foreword, I raised concerns over staff morale and retention in our specialty; yet, in the months that have ensued I have, once again, been overwhelmed by the dedication that our colleagues, members and readers display in the face of an increasingly demanding work environment. The number and quality of submissions to JICS continue to increase and to all those who contribute to make this a reality, you have my sincere thanks. In April, I advertised three new Associate Editor positions to bring new blood, ideas, energy and innovation to the machinations of the Journal; the number and calibre of responding applicants was awe-inspiring. I have been involved in countless short-list and interviewing processes in the past, and I can say with all honesty that this was the hardest decision-making I have ever had to endure. I had over 30 expressions of interest and 24 applications; almost all of which were from individuals that would be, under any other circumstance, eminently appointable. It was near impossible to choose the successful applicants from such a highquality group despite undertaking a prosaic scoring process with my Editorial Board colleagues; the result remained extremely tightly matched with a considerably higher number of applicants achieving top scores than there were posts. The process was made harder still as many of the applicants were better qualified for the job than me -on the plus side, succession planning is clearly going to be easy! Ultimately, I had to adopt criteria in the decision-making process that will fill gaps and strengthen the Journal going forwards, such as: access to new academic and clinical networks, expertise in specific fields/techniques, and experience with social media publishing. I also decided to increase the number of positions given that they are not remunerated and it breaks my heart to turn away individuals who are prepared to give up their time to support the Journal. My hope is that a growing Journal 'family' will make it ever more accessible and that increasingly there will be someone with direct links to the Journal working near you. I am immensely grateful for the understanding shown by those I had the difficult task of turning away; I sincerely hope the decisions on this occasion won't diminish their view and support of the Journal and its current 'management'.
Over the past few months, additional developments to the Journal include the continued evolution of the Editorial Board, and the development of an International Advisory Board. It is with particular pleasure that I welcome Colonel Jeremy Henning onto the Journal's Editorial Board to provide a voice (and profile) for the Royal Army Medical Corps. Of course no intensive care journal's international board would be complete without the inimitable Professor Jean-Louis Vincent who will secure our links with Europe regardless of the result of the Brexit vote (which will, of course, be history by the time you read this). In addition to the above, we are working on updating the website and moving forward with Social Media opportunities. Following much discussion, we will be introducing articles for continued professional development to the Journal over the coming year, with the aim of providing educational material for all staff working in intensive care. Also, our strategy to start publishing clinical trial protocols will, I hope, provide a valuable medium for our academic colleagues to disseminate information, and an important opportunity to engage all in the ICU community.
I am not going to list and analyse the articles in this issue. Instead, I simply wish to say to the contributors of the current, past and future issues, my new editorial and Board colleagues, and those who were kind enough to apply but couldn't be accommodated on this occasion -you reinforce my view of how important this journal is for our specialty and how the latter leads by example. You have given me renewed energy and hope and I look forward to future issues with relish.
I hope you enjoy digesting the offerings of this issue as much as I have. Until next time, I wish you all well.
